The ratio of the phonon peak current to the main peak current in double-barrier resonant-tunneling structures is significantly enhanced by barrier asymmetry. Previously, using the Keldysh formalism, we derived analytical expressions, valid in the zero-temperature, high-bias regime, which explained this eftect. We now provide analytical expressions valid for finite temperature and bias obtained from (i) Fig. 1 and also Fig. 1(a 
and also Fig. 1(a 
The above rates will now be used in rate equations to obtain the inelastic component of the current and the occupation of the resonance at the phonon-peak bias.
To obtain the occupation of the resonance, we equate the in-scattering rate (multiplied by vari)
and the outscattering rate
to and from the resonant state. Note that each rate calculated from perturbation theory is sandwiched between a factor of f for the initial state and (1 f) for the final state. Settin-g R,"=R, ", and solving for f we obtain 48 I cfc+g(No+1)(I'kfF. + I"cfc)
The inelastic current is given by the transition rate from the emitter to the resonant state minus the reverse process,
where we have multiplied by 2 for spin Substituting (6) into (7) gives the general expression for the inelastic phononpeak current fzI'Fg(Nii+1)I c(l fc) f-cl -cgNsl E(1 fE)-
All quantities in (9) fi/r'"= V (Ns + 1 ) A "( 1 f "), -
(lob)
(1 la)
(1 lb)
The approximate relations in (11) are obtained from the following:
I cfc+g (Ns + 1)l 'f '
which is justified in the limits discussed after Eq. 
X (i, ; 0E)=[ rt(0;E) ih'/2r~(0;E)]-5, 0 .
The first term of (9a) is the coherent component of the current, and the second term is the inelastic component.
Only energies E, and E; are considered when calculating the scattering rates 1/~"and I /~~:
The numerator is the same as in (6 Consider our expressions for the current, (7) and (8), in terms of transmission T(e, E'). First, we compare our results in the zero-temperature, high-bias limit to those obtained from the single particle transmission approach of Wingreen, Jacobsen, and Wilkins. Then, the general current expression (8) is used to obtain transmission coefficients for the nonequilibrium, interacting system.
In the zero-temperature, high-bias limit, Eq. (7) for the current becomes I= gI'E(1 f ") .
-
The single particle transmission coefficient calculated from scattering theory to first order in g consists of four contributions (see Fig. 9 of Ref. 3) . At the phonon-peak bias for the typical thick barrier experimental structures, only the contribution from the emission of one real phonon is important. We refer to this as the real inelastic channel as opposed to the channels representing virtual processes. The transmission coefficient for this channel is (in the zero-temperature limit)
Note that the Green functions appearing in (20) (7) and substitution of (6) into (7) gives (8).
In Not surprisingly, the single particle result (24) matches our result (19) except for the Pauli-exclusion factor
(1 f "). It is-, therefore, independent of the collector barrier.
It is disconcerting to obtain an expression for the inelastic current which is independent of the collector barrier. Clearly, as the collector barrier becomes very large, the current must go to zero. To understand why this unphysical result is obtained, it is necessary to understand how the scattering problem is posed. Initially, at t~-, the device is prepared in the empty state and an electron is injected with energy c. ; towards the device from the left. Once the incident electron tunnels through the emitter barrier, it can always emit a phonon and scatter down to the resonant state since the resonant state is empty. At low temperature, phonon absorption can be neglected. Thus, for any finite size collector barrier, the electron that has scattered down to the resonant state will have leaked out into the collector as t~~. Thus the transmission coefficient calculated from scattering theory for the low-temperature, real inelastic channel is indeed independent of the collector barrier. The error occurs not in calculating the transmission coefficient but in using the transmission coefficient to obtain a current. During the time that the electron dwells in the resonance, the next electron is prevented from entering. The attempt rate, gI z/ih', must be multiplied by the probability of finding an empty state, (1 f"), to obtain the cur-rent. This is not taken into account in the single particle approach.
We note three things. First, a self-consistent first Born treatment of the electron-phonon interaction to calculate G (e") and thus a renormalized I " leaves I " essentially unchanged due to the single particle definition of the Green function. By contrast, in the Keldysh approach, the current expression can also be written as (23) with I " = I c+A/i""+A/i" =I c+g I" f ' using (11) in the zerotemperature, high-bias limit (N~= 0). In this limit, from both the electron and phonon states. ' Integrating (20) over final energies gives 
Equation (25) is equivalent to (19) as can be seen by substituting the zero-temperature, high-bias limit of (6) 
In the limit of I c »I E, which is the limit considered in
Ref.
3, all three expressions (24), (25), and (26) coincide.
Finally, both the wideband limit and the scattering approach are only valid for the problem of the phonon peak in the limit I~))rz. The scattering approach does not account for the Pauli-exclusion factor which becomes important for I & + I z. The wideband limit allows reAection from the resonance to the emitter at the resonant energy. This is unphysical since at the phonon-peak bias, the resonance lies below the conduction band of the emitter. However, the reAection is insignificant for I c » I z because any electron at the resonance escapes through the small collector barrier.
Now we attempt to write the first-order term of (8) Tc~(E",E; ) = r~(E; )g(Ns+ 1)rc(E") X A(s")5(E; -E"Acoo-)/D(E;, E"), (30) T"(e,, E") =r, (E")gN, r, (e, ) X A(E")5(s, -E"Acro)-/D(E, , E"), (31) and D(E;, E") is the denominator in (8) 
